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There’s a lot heading your way.  
 
Regret, no. A sex life every guy dreams about, yes.  
 
After reading the following 10 pages you will be able to make 
every woman beg to be fucked, no matter how old she is.  
 
You’re about to learn something that no man she has ever met or 
will ever meet knows.  But before I  tell you how to accomplish 
this:  
 
Props to you.  
 
Props that you’re man enough to put aside your ego in order to 
become better in bed. Because not everyone is willing to take 
this step.  
 
7 years ago I was one of those people.  
 
You’ll get the full story from me one day, but back then there was 
more chance of a successful  trans-Atlantic flight with Helen 
Keller as the captain, then there was of me making a woman 
come.   
 
And I didn’t dare admit it.  
 
The resulting consequence; my girlfriend breaking up with me 
because I  was bad in bed, it felt like one of the lowest points in 
my life. 
 
But it did lead me to make a decision, which turned out to be the 
start of a full-fledged obsession.  
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This would never happen to me again. I had to become so 
ridiculously good in bed, that women would think of my penis 
whenever they were asked to give the definition of pleasure. 
 
That’s why I studied hundreds of books and scientific studies.  
 
I learned from every teacher I could find.  
 
I travelled to Denmark and Thailand. I  took in every little bit of 
information. I  learned about more than 7 different orgasms, until I 
was sure that I  could give every woman the experience of her life. 
 
It took several years,  but I became convinced of my skills the first 
time I  was unsure whether a woman was having an orgasm, or a 
heart attack.  
 
I was completely certain when women started fainting, cute girls 
had squirting orgasms and I was literally used for sex.  
 
Women became addicted to sex with me. 
 
How did this happen? 
 
It wasn’t my fancy tricks and advanced techniques.  
 
Oh no. It was a lot simpler than that. 
 
After hundreds of sexual adventures with various women I can 
confidently say that it’s all  due to one principle in particular. It’s 
so ridiculously simple that it’s almost scary. 
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The Master Lover Principle 
 
Look: 
 
Women don’t enjoy most of the sex they have with men.  
 
The funny thing is just  that men usually don’t  realize it. Every man 
thinks he’s special, and thinks that he is her best lover ever. But 
in truth, they suck.  
 
They keep doing the same things over and over again, which 
makes it boring and predictable.  Every time a man kisses his way 
to her panties, she knows very well what’s about to happen.  
 
Chances are also good that she knows the sequence of all  3 
positions from their 5 minute tumbles by heart. 
 

And that is exactly the problem:  
 
Men are too predictable. 
 
If they are lucky, they’ll come 
across a woman who hasn’t 
been sexually active for a long 
time. Then there’s still  a chance 
that they’ll make her horny.  
 
But in most cases this is the sad 
reality:  

 
 
She’ll get a little bit excited, but the predictability will always 
prevail. And this will never make her come hard. 
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I can’t entirely blame our gender.  
 
It’s just the way we think. We discover something that works, 
and we want to do it as often as possible.  
 
We want to automate that shit. 
 
But this is not how it works. 
 
For her, it’s like watching the same (bad) movie over and over 
again. 
 
The first time it may not be so bad, and even a little bit fun. But 
the twentieth time you play the movie, you know exactly what’s 
going to happen. The excitement is gone, and so is the pleasure.  
 
It will become more like torture.  
 
The solution is simple. 
 
In order to be really special, and really make her long for your 
dick, you just need to do the unexpected.  
 
I will explain it to you in these two simple steps. 
 
Don’t worry it will all  make sense by the end. 
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Step  #1 
 
Show intent.  
 
This way you will guide her in a certain direction.  You will make 
her expect something. She will constantly be thinking about it, 
and get more and more excited.  
 
She will want nothing more than for you to lick her as soon as 
you kiss your way down from her breasts. She will also think of a 
kiss as the logical consequence of your lips getting close 
together.  
 
You will build up tension.  This will make her more and more 
horny.  
 
Step  #2 
 
The next thing you’re going to do,  is breaking this tension.  

 
This is the last thing 
she will be expecting 
you to do. 
 
And that’s exactly 
what you want. 
Doing the 
unexpected, so she 
will constantly 
wonder what your 
next step will be. 
This will drive her 
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crazy. You get close to giving her what she wants, but you won’t 
follow through. 
 
So when you’re hovering above her pussy, you choose to kiss 
her legs instead, or go back up to whisper something in her ear.  
 
When you take her bra off (showing intent) the most unexpected 
thing for a woman will be if  you ignore her breasts.  
Because every fool starts playing with them right away, like little 
boys getting their hands on their favorite toys. 
 
So push her in a certain direction by showing intention, and then 
do the unexpected by breaking it off.  
 
Kiss her from her neck to her panties. Once you get there, you 
should go back up. Keep going one step further every time, and 
then breaking off again. 
 
Build it up.  
 
And then hit  the brakes. 
 
I can hear you thinking: After a few times of doing this, breaking it 
off will not be the unexpected thing anymore, right? 
 
That’s right. In the end there will come a point where you take off 
her panties and start licking her pussy.  
 
But because you kept breaking off before, going through with it 
has now become the unexpected thing. If you took an hour and a 
half to get there before, she won’t expect you to start  licking her 
right away.  
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Play around with this. The possibilities are endless. The point is 
that she never knows what exactly is going to happen. 
 
Ask yourself:  
 
“In what direction am I steering her now?”   
 
And:   
 
“What do I have to do to make sure she doesn’t see my next step 
coming?”. 
 
If you do this, you will see that a woman will beg you to be 
fucked, force your head down to lick her, and start to do things I 
won’t even tell  you,  because I want you to see for yourself.  
 
Women dream about having this kind of experience in the 
bedroom, but it even works well outside the bedroom. 
 
If you’re standing right in front of her in a club and you can tell 
she wants to kiss you, your lips are slowly moving towards each 
other and almost touching…  
 
…at the last  moment  you turn your head give her a small kiss on 
the cheek and confidently lean back again.  
 
If you’re walking through the park together, and you’re 
romantically holding hands, you should try letting go suddenly. 
She won’t  know where she stands with you.  
 
She’ll constantly wonder what’s going on inside your head, and 
she’ll start  to long for certainty. Especially when you refuse to 
take her hand when she tries to take it back. 
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Hold on to this principle.  
 
It doesn’t matter if you’ve only known each other for 10 minutes 
or have been married for 10 years, you will be irresistible to her.   
 
And that’s not all.  
 
As soon as you apply this principle, all the guys she’s ever 
fucked will look like fools. There will be no competition. You will 
easily become her best lover ever. 
 
When she thinks about the best sex she’s ever had, she’ll think of 
you. 
 
And that is nice for you.  
 
But to be honest I don’t give a fuck about that, I really don’t care.  
 
It’s never been my intention to turn you into the best she’s ever 
had.  
 
Look: 
 
Everyone has certain goals they want to achieve. Making you her 
best lover ever has never  been one of my goals. 
 
I want to make you better than that.  
 
I want to make you so ridiculously good in bed that she will have 
trouble walking for two days after spending a night with you.  
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I want you to be able to give the woman of your dreams such 
good sex, that she isn’t even interested in looking at any other 
man. 
 
Anything less than that is nothing to me. 
 
Of course that doesn’t mean I don’t respect you if you don’t feel 
like doing this. If you feel content being better than 99% of all the 
men out there. I  understand completely.  
 
There’s nothing wrong with that.  
 
After reading and applying this principle you will be. 
 

But if  you want to be part of 
the elite, the sort of man that 
makes every woman scream, 
shake and squirt when they 
come, there are a few more 
things you should know and 
do.  
 
These are principles, 
techniques and tricks that will 
drive women crazy.  
 
All tested on different women. 
I saved and combined the 
best, until I was left with what 
I call the Don of Desire 
Method.  
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It’s a method which gives a step-by-step explanation of what you 
have to do to give her the best sex of her life.  
 
It will tell you about  the biggest mistakes every guy makes. About 
every orgasm a woman can have,  and how you can easily make 
these happen.  
 
You’ll discover the step-by-step method for driving women 
crazy. Literally every tiny detail will be explained, and then 
demonstrated by two beautiful women.  
 
This method contains everything you need to know to become a 
real Master Lover.  
 
I have seen it work for countless guys, and I have to confess… 
  
Reading all the stories really makes me proud.  
 
It’s awesome to hear when a guy gets offered more sex than he 
has time for, also when women who were planning to get 
divorced, suddenly change their minds.  
 
That’s what I’m doing this for.  
 
That’s why I want to share it with you too.  
 
Read more about it here: http://donofdesire.com/method/ 
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